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Student housing provider Idealis has
sold six small student housing complexes to two private Dutch investors.
A total of 54 students will be paying
rent to a different landlord from now
on.
The houses being sold off are Oude
Bennekomseweg, Vijzelstraat 10,
Salverdaplein 17, Boterstraat 2,
Kloostersteeg, Wilhelminaweg and
Salvocomplex.
According to Boterstraat resident
Jasper (24, surname known to the
editors), Idealis involved the residents in the sale correctly. ‘But
the contract with the new owners
is not going very smoothly yet. We
received an email from an agent the
new owner was apparently working
with. It said, “Just transfer the rent
to this account number.” But the
email was in Dutch, whereas half the
residents don’t speak Dutch.’
There is also a lack of clarity about
their contract, which has not even
been drawn up yet, according to
Jasper. He hopes it will continue
to be possible to sublet rooms.
‘That happens regularly here. In the
summer holiday, for instance, when
international students go back to
stay with their parents for a while.
Idealis had a good system for that.
But without a contract it is not
entirely clear what the possibilities
for that are.’
Marisca Wind of Idealis says there is
no need to residents to worry about
that. ‘The contract has been adopted
completely as it is. So everything
that’s in it still applies.’
Idealis decided in 2020 to sell the
six complexes because of their relatively high management and maintenance costs. The proceeds will be
used to invest in new buildings or to
make other existing complexes more
sustainable. lz

Geert Hoekstra is first
maritime education 'practor'
WUR seafood economics researcher
Geert Hoekstra was appointed practor of
Fisheries, Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the Friese Poort training college
on 10 June.
A practor is an expert with research
tasks at a vocational college, explains
Hoekstra. ‘It means I work with the
students to set up applied, practical
research projects. I focus mainly on promoting innovation in actual practice.’
Hoekstra will be working on site at
Friese Poort in Emmeloord and Urk two
days a week. ‘Students at the college
are trained for a specific profession,
for example skipper or fisher. So it is
important that they are aware of the
latest insights from research. I bring the
college that WUR knowledge and come

back to Wageningen with the practitioner
perspective; ideally, the two jobs should
enhance one another. The research we
do in Wageningen is not supposed to
end up on a book shelf. The practor position is a way to test things out in practice
and have an impact.’
Hoekstra sees a lot of sustainability
challenges for the fishing industry. ‘How
can fishers minimize emissions when
they go out to sea in future? How can
they fish without impacting nature after
the ban on pulse fishing? I hope to find
answers to these and other questions by
drawing on the creativity of the students
and local businesses.’ lz
See Hoekstra’s inaugural practor speech
on www.resource-online.nl

Water for water
A new pond has been dug in the ecological garden called The Field. This water
compensates for a lost section of the pond at Zodiac. The end of that pond had to
be sacrificed to the new cycle path between the education building Aurora and the
rest of the campus. Not everyone was pleased with that exchange. The timing of it in
particular – during the nesting season – led ecologists to tweet in protest. The new
pond serves to store surplus water on campus. rk Photo Roelof Kleis

